
DOES AN INVENTOR NEED A CV?  
 

Why would an Inventor need a CV? Do you have to have one? 

Read on then make up your mind. 
 

There aren’t any rules we know about this but it’s easy enough to ask ‘why?’ All things 

considered, people buy things and ideas from people more readily than not, so if 

somehow they will feel more comfortable talking to you about your idea or invention or 

doing business with you because they know a little bit about you, then ‘why not?’ 
 

An inventor’s CV is not the same kind of document you 

would present if you were looking for a job, but it should 

cover enough about you to introduce yourself to people 

who may help you with any step along the way of getting 

your idea to market, including funding. 
 

For instance, if your idea is to improve mobility when using 

a wheelchair, then if you’ve had first-hand knowledge of 

using a wheelchair your idea will be practical and based 

on experience and noting this down in a CV format will 

give background to your proposal. What if you wanted to 

patent a recipe and you are a Cordon Bleu chef? Same 

thing. Or if you are an avid camper/hiker/outdoors person 

and your idea is an eco-solution to recycling refuse, you 

can see the difference that this information will make to funders and other interested 

parties. They will realise that you are talking from a position of strength. You can use an 

inventor’s CV to build up trust and to make helpful people want to meet you! 
 

What would you put in such a CV? Well, since a CV is such a personal document and 

each CV has its own purpose, this is a difficult question to answer. At the end of this 

article we have a fictitious example of an Inventor’s CV that will provide you with a 

good working document, one which anyone would find easy to adapt.  
 

Before you get there we remind and advise you to: 
 

1. Make your CV just one page. If this is not possible then no longer than 2 pages. It has 

a specific purpose and that is to introduce yourself as an inventor. The document 

will likely be added to your business plan or before that, could be useful pitching a 

proposal to possible investors. 
 

2. Follow general CV writing rules such as do not misrepresent yourself in any way, 

do not make false claims, make sure you check spelling and presentation, 

type on white paper in black ink, keep it simple (no fancy script or borders), 

do not use jargon, handwritten will not be useful,  do not add certificates, 

references or salary information, or other info not needed on your inventor’s CV. 
 

3. Make sure that you can support any statement you make. If you say you are a 

leader, be able to give character-related examples of leadership. If you say you 

have been to Greece, be able to prove it. If you say you are a team-player, be 

ready to show why. Only record useful and pertinent facts, don’t add waffle. ONLY 

write these kinds of things in your inventor’s CV if they can forward your aim with 

your invention. 
 



4. Make sure the colour photograph you use is recent – do not use any old photo of 

you laughing at a braai with friends … be mindful that this is a professional 

document. 
 

5. Understand the function of this Inventor’s CV document - you are not looking for 

employment, you are using it to introduce yourself as an inventor. 

 

6. EVERYBODY has something to brag about. Think carefully about your talents and 

skills and experiences and you will be surprised about how much there is to say whih 

can be added to your Inventor’s CV 
 

 

Scroll down for a sample Inventor’s CV of a Mr. Joe Public. Use what 

you can and what you will of the idea, change what you need to suit your purpose, 

but make sure the document represents a real person – YOU. 

 

Remember! Anyone can be an inventor. You don’t have to have a university 

degree, you don’t have to have travelled or speak foreign languages, and you 

don’t have to be anyone else other than yourself, a person with a good idea. 

 

The function of a one-page Inventor’s CV is to introduce yourself to the people who 

may be important to you – such as other like-minded inventors and innovators, 

people who may want to invest in you and your ideas, funders and manufacturers. 

 

Once you have read the Joe Public’s CV that follows, you will see that it covers a lot 

of material and gives you a very good ‘picture’ and sense of the person it portrays.  

 

If you haven’t has as much work experience or travelled or opened your own 

company … it will not matter. THIS IS JUST AN EXAMPLE. What does matter is that you 

have a CV that represents you so just adapt as you need to. 

 

 

If you were thinking of investing in Joe’s company or funding a project for him, it is 

very likely that you would feel more comfortable because you have been given this 

introduction. It would be almost as if you already ‘knew’ him before you get to meet 

him.  

 

Whatever happens, you can’t go wrong by being prepared. 

 

And all it takes is one page. 
Words by Celeste Mulholland 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



           JOE PUBLIC   
 

 

 

Personal Statement: 

I find life intensely interesting and do not allow myself to 

become cynical or depressed with the behaviour of mankind. I 

seek to make a difference in a million small ways and in all that 

I do. I am optimistic. I try not to confine my thinking and 

believe in improving life for people. My engineering 

background has given me a practical approach to solving 

problems. I love thinking up new things. 
 

‘We all have to be good and do good.’ We all have to try. 

 

+27 80 555 4321 

+27 11 555 5678 

jp345@tm.co  

Skype: JoePublic 

 @joe public 

Johannesburg, South Africa 

 

 

ENGINEER/INVENTOR/ENTREPRENEUR 

 

WORK EXPERIENCE 
∙ 8 years – 15 years sold lemonade and cookies 

(soup in winter); delivered newspapers, general 

dogsbody at general store during holidays. 

∙ At university (to pay my own way) washed cars, 

waiter, chip fryer, valet, promotions, and tutored 

maths, science and study techniques. 

∙ After graduation spent two years travelling 

around South Africa and neighbouring territories 

and one year abroad (UK, Europe and North 

Africa), learnt a lot about life. 
 

2013-2018 The Engineers Workshop 

This was a small engineering and consulting firm 

based in Durban (23 engineers of various disciplines) 

who managed projects for a variety of companies 

and reasons. 
 

My duties in the ECO Green Footprints DIVISION 

varied as I worked on many different projects for 

diverse clients but included:assessing project 

requirements, agreeing budgets, timescales and 

specifications with all parties, liaison with suppliers 

undertaking relevant research related to client 

projects on optimum uses of natural resources, 

liaison with the oceanographic departments in 

governmental agencies and NGOs (plastic-in-the-

sea programme), assisting with market research, 

presentations to stakeholders, writing reports, 

analysing data and providing technical advice as 

necessary. 
 

2019: The Let’s Get Going Syndicate (Own company) 

          Independent Inventor/Marketer 

As above for one client Solid Sea Solutions. 
 

Active Skills 
Speak Afrikaans well, some Zulu, some German, 

Advanced Drivers licence; Braai-Master finalist 2015. 

 

EDUCATION and TRAINING 
∙ 2009 BSc. Hons Life Sciences.  

Thesis ‘A Green Life for all Is Possible’ 

∙ 2005 matriculated Ebony High School (distinctions for 

maths and science) 

∙ Many short-term business courses plus continuous 

self-training using Youtube and Internet plus Open 

University courses. 
 

Skills and Competencies: 
 

goal oriented; persevering; task-completer 

self-disciplined, seek failure as a step to success 

resilient, creative, questioning, researcher 

computer literate, hard worker, practical  

just keep trying, sense of humour, happy. 
 

Achievements and Certificate/Awards 
 

∙ Grade 7 Science Prize for my ‘lolly-stick’ water wheel 

for rural communities. 

∙ Inventors Club Citation for ‘Steely Links’, a puzzle 

game to teach children dexterity. 

∙ Instigated ‘Pristine Beaches Project’ still going strong 
 

Interests 
 

Reading, Chess, Photography, archery and hiking. (love 

the outdoors), part-time gym instructor 
 

Inventions/Idea 
 

∙ Bio-degradable portable potty for campers and 

outdoorsmen (prototype available – seek funding) 

∙ Adjustable manual wheelchair for office 

workers/raise leg function. Already on the market. 

∙ Stirrup door opener for people with temporary 

disabilities such as broken arms or wrists. Already on 

the market via doctors’ rooms and clinics. 

 

References are available on request 
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